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Abstract—This paper reviews the research approaches used in computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT), addresses the existing challenges, and discusses emerging trends and opportunities. To complement existing work, our analysis places more emphasis on pronunciation teaching and learning (as opposed to pronunciation assessment), prosodic error detection (as opposed to phonetic error detection), and research work from the past five years given the recent rapid development in spoken language technology.

Index Terms—computer assisted language learning (CALL), second language learning, pronunciation tutoring, speech and language technologies in education

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a re-emergence in computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) research with the growing number of tech-savvy language learners, along with the tide of globalization, where many students are motivated by the increased economic opportunities of acquiring foreign languages. There has been several papers summarizing the research and development efforts in using spoken language technology in education [1], [2], [3]. Eskenazi discusses a pronunciation tutoring prototype developed at CMU and the corresponding design considerations [1], where as [2] gives an overview of the field with a focus on modality interaction and a specific application for children. [3] is a more recent summary of automatic error detection in pronunciation training, which also includes a review of CAPT commercial systems. In this paper, we discuss ongoing research challenges, which focus more on pronunciation teaching and learning (as opposed to pronunciation assessment) and prosodic error detection (as opposed to phonetic error detection). We also summarize research work from the past five years given the recent rapid development in spoken language technology due to deep learning (e.g., [4], [5], [6], [7]).

Applications of CAPT can be divided into two areas: (1) pronunciation assessment, where the users are language evaluators, education centers, standardized testing services; (2) pronunciation learning/teaching, where the users are students and teachers. Pronunciation assessment has received some commercial success in bridging the gap between research and product development where the underlying technology is an acoustic model trained on native data of the target language, which are typically resource-rich languages like English. The goal of pronunciation assessment is to automatically score a non-native speech segment and produce results equivalent to a human teacher. Explicit detection of pronunciation errors is not essential.

On the other hand, developing automatic systems for pronunciation learning and teaching require much more linguistic resources. In addition to native data in the target language, non-native speech data annotated at the segmental (e.g., phonetic), subsegmental (e.g., place of articulation, manner of speech), or suprasegmental (prosodic) levels is essential for automatically detecting and characterizing the pronunciation errors. Most research and commercial development have focused on phonetic errors, but prosodic errors are often more detrimental to fluency perception [1]. The challenges in this domain range from multilingual acoustic modeling with limited resources to system integration of error detection types and multimodal user feedback [2], [3]. In this paper, we focus on discussing research challenges and opportunities for developing automatic systems that help students learn how to acquire spoken language skills.

II. CHARACTERIZING PRONUNCIATION PATTERNS OF NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

Pronunciation errors are usually characterized at the phonetic (segmental) or prosodic (suprasegmental) level. Errors usually imply there is a clear-cut distinction between correct and incorrect pronunciation. The different speaking style of a non-native speaker is often referred to as having an accent, though one might still describe a native speaker’s speech as having an accent when compared to a reference accent/dialect. Accents usually imply that the pronunciation difference is more fine-grained or harder to pinpoint (at the phonetic level).
A. Phonetic Errors

Phonetic errors are most commonly categorized as substitutions, insertions, or deletions. Deletions impact intelligibility the most, since more information is lost compared to substitutions and insertions.

Different phonetic constraints across languages might result in deletion and insertion errors. For example, in Vietnamese, only certain consonants are allowed at syllable final positions, so *face* might be pronounced as *fay* [8], [9]. Consonant clusters are not allowed in Vietnamese either, so vowels might be inserted in between consonants when Vietnamese speakers learn English.

According to language transfer theory, phonetic substitutions occur because of approximating L2 phonemes with L1 phonemes. In Mandarin and Spanish, there are no short vowels, so words like *eat* and *it* might sound similar when Mandarin and Spanish speakers speak English. Sometimes the non-native phone is neither in L1 or L2. It could be in between, or it could be very different. [10]. In these cases, it might make more sense to characterize the errors using subsegmental information according to articulatory gestures such as tongue position, lip configuration, manner of speech, voicing, and place of articulation.

Oftentimes for intermediate or advanced L2 learners, the phonetic errors are much more fine-grained than phonetic transformations. In [3], these phonetic errors are referred to as distortion errors. These distortion errors can contribute to the differences in the perceived accents.

B. Prosodic Errors

In terms of intelligibility, prosody is as important as phonetic accuracy, if not more important. A person with good segmental phonology who lacks correct timing and pitch is hard to understand, as intonation is the glue that holds a message together [1]. It indicates which words are important, disambiguates parts of sentences, and enhances the meaning with style and emotion.

Speech prosody is often characterized into three aspects: stress, rhythm, and intonation, though they are inextricably linked. Below we define the terminology and give examples of the possible prosodic errors in learning a second language.

1) Stress: Stress is the specific emphasis given to a particular syllable or word. Acoustically, speaking, a syllable with stress implies greater loudness, higher pitch, and longer duration. The stress placed on syllables within words are called lexical stress or word stress, while stress placed on words within sentences are called sentence stress or prosodic stress. Lexical stress is one of the most commonly investigated prosodic topics in automatic processing, since it is more well-defined.

Lexical stress placement in Bengali is fixed (restricted to the initial syllable of a word) [11], whereas English has variable stress (it is nontrivial to predict which syllables to place stress on). These differences in stress across languages can explain why Bengali speakers might place different lexical stress patterns than American English Speakers.

2) Rhythm: Rhythm refers to the temporal pattern of how a language is spoken. Languages such as English and German are stress-timed, which means some syllables are long while others (unstressed syllables) are short. For stress-timed languages, stress tends to occur at regular intervals, resulting in unstressed syllables being squeezed in between stressed syllables to accommodate the regular beat of the stress.

On the other hand, languages such as French and Spanish are syllable-based, meaning that each syllable is spoken at a regular interval. Therefore, when a French speaker learns English, part of his accent is due to the differences in rhythm of his native and foreign language.

3) Intonation: Intonation refers to the variation in pitch. Intonation helps the listener parse the boundaries in speech, suggesting when the sentence will end and whether contrastive information will be said next. Intonation also helps convey the speaker’s attitude and emotions, such as uncertainty in questions or surprise in exclamations.

For tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese and Vietnamese, variation in pitch can result in words with different meanings. This type of intonation is thus termed as lexical tones. L2 learners of Mandarin usually find the acquisition of lexical tones the most challenging, especially if the learner’s first language is not tonal [12], [13], [14].

III. Research Approaches

A. Frameworks for Detecting Phonetic Errors

ASR is often a natural component in a CAPT system. An ASR system is used to provide confidence scores for error detection (e.g., likelihood-based scoring) or to diagnose the mispronounced error by forced-alignment with a lexicon that includes expected pronunciation patterns in the lexicon (extended recognition network). Even for systems that are not based on acoustic models derived from ASR [15], an ASR system is usually at least used to perform forced alignments to obtain phonetic boundaries of the non-native speech, since virtually all CAPT systems assume text-dependence.

The ASR system can be trained with just native L1 or with both non-native speech and native speech. The latter approach usually yields much better performance (e.g., 10% decrease in phone error rate [16]. In the very minimum, including the non-native data when training the acoustic model helps reduce the mismatches from channel or reading style.

In Table I, we compare four types of frameworks based on the following attributes: 1) If the approach’s underlying model is ASR-based, 2) If the method requires L1 or L2 specific knowledge (i.e., how easy is it to port the approach to another language), 3) Is the method able to detect pronunciation errors (at the phonetic level), 4) If the method is able to diagnose what the mispronunciation is. Below, we elaborate on the approaches in more detail:

1) Likelihood-Based Scoring: Likelihood-based scoring approaches for phonetic error detection in computer-assisted language learning started in the 1990’s [17], which showed that log posterior scoring scheme correlates the highest with
human scores when compared to log-likelihood scores or segment duration scoring. Likelihood-based scoring is a defacto standard, and often referred to as Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP), which was coined in [18], [19]. In practice, likelihood approaches are often used to quantify the difference between the likelihood score from forced alignment and the likelihood score from open phone loop decoding. The popularity of this approach stems from its L1 independence and ease to compute. The main drawback is that the likelihood score alone cannot provide diagnose what the mispronunciations are. The following approaches have thus been proposed to tackle this problem.

2) Classifier-Based Scoring: Classifier-based approaches typically target specific phoneme confusion pairs that represent common error types, so they are often dependent on knowledge of the L1 and/or L2. Truong et al used acoustic-phonetic features to train binary classifiers to distinguish confusion pairs from L2-learners of Dutch. The confusion pairs are extracted from the alignment between human transcribed non-native speech (surface pronunciation) and the canonical lexicon (underlying pronunciation)[20]. Classifier approaches can also be used for verification purposes once there are hypothesized detections, which could be derived from likelihood-based scoring (e.g., [6]). [21] compared a number of different experimental setups for detecting a confusion pair, including using different features (e.g., acoustic phonetic, MFCC, GOP).

3) Extended Recognition Networks (ERN): Extended recognition networks (ERN) employ an ASR setup but enhances the lexicon with possible/expected pronunciation error patterns, which are obtained either from consulting with experts or from non-native speech transcriptions [22]. ERN’s can be viewed as a supervised learning approach to characterize errors of L2 learners beyond just targeted confusion pairs as in the typical classifier-based setting.

4) Unsupervised Error Discovery: A major challenge in CAPT research is the scarcity of large-scale non-native speech data with human annotations (at the phonetic level). Unsupervised error discovery approaches have thus been proposed [23], [15], where error patterns could be inferred by clustering acoustic segments and quantifying the distances among clusters of phonetic units labeled with the canonical representation. These unsupervised approaches detach the language dependency constraints of ERNs or classifier-based approaches, although the error detection performance is expected to be suboptimal when compared to supervised approaches due to the intrinsic noisier process of unsupervised learning.

B. Strategies for Improving Phonetic Error Detection

1) Verification/Rescoring: In a detection task, after postulating a (ranked) list of hypothesize detections, it is customary to perform a rescoring or verification step to further improve detection performance. Calibrating the dynamic ranges of detection scores to increase the separation margin between correct and incorrect detections has shown effective gains in detection tasks like spoken keyword search [24] and speaker and language recognition [25], [26].

In CAPT, there is an inevitable acoustic channel mismatch caused by different recording conditions between the training data (mostly native speech if not all) and the test data (non-native speech). While adding non-native data into the training data can help mitigate this mismatch to some extent, one usually does not have a lot of non-native data to spare. [15] used a speaker-dependent template-based speech recognizer for rescoring mispronunciation detections.

The classifier-based framework can be combined with the three other frameworks and serve as a verification step in pronunciation assessment and scoring. In other words, the three other frameworks can be viewed as different approaches to extract features for the classifier framework. For example, in [6] and [5], a neural network classifier with GOP scores as inputs were used to verify the mispronunciation detections.

2) Deep learning: Since the core technology is often ported from acoustic modeling in automatic speech recognition, CAPT benefits from the recent rapid advancement due to the emergence of deep learning. Reference [4] is one of the earliest studies to employ a deep learning framework for CAPT. The authors proposed the hybrid DBM-HMM acoustic model for mispronunciation and diagnosis and showed up to 18% improvement in word pronunciation error rate when compared to a GMM-HMM baseline. In [5], the researchers improved phone mispronunciation detection by using deep neural networks to obtain GOP likelihood scores for senones, which were fed to a neural network based logistic regression classifier. In [27], deep belief network (DBN) posteriorgrams were as input features to a dynamic time warping comparison system to detect word-level mispronunciations. Convolutional neural networks were used in [7] to automatically extract features for an MLP classifier for mispronunciation error detection, where the CNN filters could help one interpret the error patterns more intuitively.

3) Articulatory or Acoustic Phonetic Knowledge: While mainstream ASR approaches have helped advance CAPT, knowledge from acoustic phonetics or articulatory gestures could also be complementary and useful. For example, acous-
tic landmarks are time points on a speech spectrogram where there is sudden signal change [28]. There is rich acoustic information near acoustic landmarks due to the articulatory movements of speech production. Designing models from a landmark perspective, could be complementary to standard mainstream modeling approaches in ASR that implicitly assumes information is evenly distributed in the speech signal.

[29], [30] have exploited acoustic landmark-based SVM classifiers for detecting possible English pronunciation errors made by Korean learners, and showed that they complement HMM confidence scores. [31] also used landmarks to train an SVM classifier for detection correct and incorrect pronunciations of Mandarin nasal codas. They showed that the landmark-based classifier complements a DNN-HMM system.

In addition to using acoustic landmarks, one can also exploit acoustic phonetic properties or distinctive features [32], such as the place of articulation, the manner of speech, voicing, aspiration, vowel height. Some might call these properties speech attributes [33]. [6] used speech attributes to help further refine a DNN-HMM acoustic model to improve mispronunciation detection, and provide more informative feedback to the learner [34]. In [35], pronunciation error tendencies in terms of articulatory gestures were annotated and modeled to help give learners more instructive feedback.

C. Detecting Prosodic Errors

1) Lexical Stress: Lexical stress is the most well-studied prosodic error, where a classifier approach is most commonly adopted. Most research compares the importance of individual features and/or performance of various classifiers. We summarize some recent work below.

[36] conducted an exhaustive study comparing a number of English lexical stress classifiers using posterior probabilities and a range of prosodic features on classifying unstressed vowels, primary stress on vowels, and secondary stress on vowels spoken by L1-English and L1-Japanese children. They showed that Gaussian mixture models perform the best compared to decision trees and neural networks. [37] studied how different combinations of prosodic features perform using a classification and regression tree (CART) on French learners speaking German. They found that duration and pitch estimates are the most important features, which correspond with what is reported in the linguistic literature [38], [39], [40] showed that prosody features that are context-aware consistently obtain higher classification accuracy using support vector machines (SVM) on Taiwanese learners speaking English. [41] used a deep belief network for detecting lexical stress in English spoken by L1-Mandarin and L1-Cantonese speakers. They showed that the proposed deep belief network improves over Gaussian mixture models when using prosodic features and expected lexical stress as features.

2) Lexical Tones: For tonal languages, lexical tones can be viewed as equivalents to lexical stress, but there are a number of differences. From an acoustic perspective, lexical tones are primarily characterized by the pitch contour (e.g., Mandarin), sometimes the pitch height (e.g., Cantonese), and sometimes glottal articulatory gestures (e.g., Vietnamese). From a phonological perspective, lexical tones are usually assigned to each syllable, while lexical stress is only assigned to some. For lexical stress, primary stress, secondary stress, and unstress syllables imply a gradient relationship of higher intensity and longer duration to lower intensity and shorter duration. On the other hand, for lexical tones, the differences among the different lexical tones are usually dictated by pitch contour, pitch height, or globalization differences.

There are typically two approaches for lexical tone recognition: one-step and two-step approaches. In a two-step approach, syllable boundaries are first identified before further modeling, while this does not exist in a one-step approach. [42] showed that a CD-GMM-HMM tone-based ERN framework outperforms the state-of-the-art two-step approach using TRUES (Tone Recognition Using Extended Segments) that models both unvoiced and voiced regions [43].

The approaches above have mainly been applied to native speech. Less work have focused on detecting lexical tone mispronunciations. Few exceptions include [44] and [45]. [44] proposed to segment the F0 contour to tone nucleus and articulatory transition regions to help improve lexical tone recognition accuracy. [45] proposed goodness of tone (GOT), a confidence measure using tonal phone (phoneme) likelihood modeling, which is inspired by GOP [18], [19]. The GOT features were modeled by an SVM classifier, which outperformed a Token-FFV baseline [46], which trains a Gaussian mixture model using fundamental frequency variation features [47] and then a 5-gram language model is trained with the GMM-indexes obtained from GMM tokenization.

There has also been recent work suggesting that pitch-related features could be inferred from a DNN system trained by 40-dimension MFCC features (instead of the usual 13) [48], [49], resulting in the MFCC system outperforming the F0 system in recognizing native Mandarin lexical tones. More investigation is needed to disentangle such counter-intuitive yet interesting observations by exploring possible sources of features to infer lexical tone information and examining the interaction between features and classifiers, especially those who employ deep learning approaches.

D. Automatic Fluency Scoring

At the end of the day, every L2 speaker wants to sound fluent. However, few studies have examined how to automatically predict fluency scores rated by humans, partially because few suitable corpora exist to support such research, despite its importance. [50] found that rate of speech (# phonemes/total duration of speech, including pauses) correlates highest with perceptual fluency. In addition, the number of silent pauses and the rate of articulation (#phonemes/total duration of speech without pauses).

Since non-native training data is often limited for fluency
scoring\textsuperscript{1}, models such as subspace Gaussian mixture models that have compact parameter sharing mechanisms could be useful.\textsuperscript{1} [16] used a subspace Gaussian mixture model trained with both phonetic and prosodic features to predict human rated fluency scores on read utterances spoken by non-native learners of Mandarin.

In most automatic speech assessment systems, the typical classifier-based setup is to manually engineer front-end features and then feed them into a machine-learning scoring model, so the two steps are done separately. In [51], the authors attempted to jointly optimize the feature learning and model scoring steps using a bidirectional LSTM recurrent network.

IV. CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

A. Scarcity of Large-Scale Linguistic Resources

Reference [13] compiled a list of non-native corpora that are of sufficient size (at least 100 hr, at least 100 speakers, or at least 10,000 utterances). The majority of the target languages (L2) are English, few have phonetic level transcriptions, and even fewer have proficiency ratings (fluency scores).

1) Lack of Non-Native Speech Data: To bypass the lack of suitable linguistic corpora, some researchers have used native audio to hypothesize the non-native mispronunciations. For example [52] simulated substitution phonemic errors by artificially introducing them in a native corpus. While [53], [54] shows that this approach works properly if the simulated errors reflect errors that are actually made by L2 learners, phonemic substitutions do not account for all errors. This approach assumes that the non-native mispronunciations fit nicely in well-defined categories in the target language L2, which is often not the case as distortion errors that are not easy to categorize are common [14]. For prosodic errors, this bypass approach might not be as straightforward, because this could require imposing intonation patterns from a native Bengali speaker to a native English speaker but ignoring other nuances such as the interaction between phonetic and prosodic patterns, and interaction among stress, energy level, intonation, rhythm, and underlying spoken content.

2) Lack of Human Annotations: For CAPT, phonetic-level transcription is often desirable since pinpointing phonetic errors is a major goal in automatic pronunciation teaching and learning. Yet compared to word transcriptions, phonetic transcriptions require more cost, time, and labor (linguistic expertise). Prosody labeling and fluency scoring can be much more subjective and harder to achieve inter-rater agreement [14].

For approaches that model articulatory gestures/speech attributes, the articulatory gestures are often inferred from the phonetic boundaries. This is a shortcut that could lead to reasonable CAPT results [6], but also ignores distortion errors and the asynchrony of articulatory gestures.

\textsuperscript{1}Since fluency scoring needs to be at least at the utterance level instead of phonetic or word level, the number of datapoints to train classifiers that predict fluency scores is even less than those designed for detecting phonetic errors.

The motivation of unsupervised error discovery is to bypass the lack of linguistic resources, but these approaches typically still underperform when compared to supervised learning such as ERN [15]. Even if unsupervised learning can perform on par with supervised learning, we still need well-annotated data to assess its effectiveness in research.

B. Common Modeling Assumptions

1) Text dependence: While there has been work on spontaneous speech (e.g., [55], [56]), the majority of work in CAPT implicitly assumes text-dependence, which is partially due to the even higher cost of human annotation of datasets if a CAPT system is text-independent. However, advanced learners need text-independent tools that can also detect errors beyond pronunciation, such as grammar and word usage. Only few reported systems are text-independent. [57] is an example where the users can create their own speech or text input to the CALL system. Another example is the SpeechRater engine developed at ETS scores non-native spontaneous English using both speech and natural language processing algorithms [58], [59].

A text-independent CAPT system provides the research opportunities to integrate automatic speech recognition, spoken language understanding, accent detection and characterization, mispronunciation detection and diagnosis, and recommendation systems for higher linguistic skills such as grammar, word usage, or topic coherence. It should be noted that there is a sizable number of advanced English learners that could greatly benefit from such systems.

2) Mispronunciations are Categorical: A major challenge in transcribing at the phonetic and tonal level is that non-native pronunciations might frequently fall out of the native phonemic or lexical tone categories; [10] describes three different ways a non-native phone might remain uncategorized: predominantly similar to one L1 phoneme, in between two L1 phonemes, or not similar to any L1 phonemes. In our experience, we have found similar (un)categorization issues with L2 phonemes and lexical tones in Mandarin [14].

Including an accent/dialect recognition and characterization module could be useful especially for advanced learners, or even native speakers that want to acquire a different accent [60], [61].

C. Metrics for Evaluation

1) Is lower mispronunciation detection error rate always better?: Evaluation metrics for mispronunciation detection error include the trade-off curve between false acceptance rate and false rejection rate. If one views the problem as an information retrieval task, one might examine precision and recall. From the pronunciation assessment perspective, the lower the mispronunciation detection error, the better. However, for pronunciation teaching, there are more aspects such as user feedback to consider. In terms of the trade-off curve for mispronunciation detection error, usually one would err on the end of high false acceptance rate instead of high false rejection rate, since the later is too damaging to a
learner’s morale. While lower mispronunciation detection error rate might not need to be too low to be useful to the learner, a lower diagnostic error rate is helpful in giving correct user feedback.

2) Lack of User Studies: Metrics such as mispronunciation detection error and diagnostic error are widely used because they are easy to quantify and interpret. From the perspective of pronunciation teaching and learning, user studies are more directly helpful in evaluating the CAPT system, but so far very limited work has examined this aspect [57], [62].

How to prioritize which kind of feedback to provide, and how to provide it is not commonly studied. One might focus on mispronunciations that affect intelligibility the most if communication is the goal; one might focus on mispronunciations that affect fluency the most if the goal is to sound native; or one might focus on mispronunciations that are easier to correct if the learner feels frustrated. To improve CAPT systems for pronunciation learning and teaching, one can consider integrating research in human computer interface and audio/visual integration of mispronunciation detection and diagnosis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviewed research approaches used in computer-assisted pronunciation training from both phonetic and prosodic perspectives. We also addressed existing research challenges related to the scarcity of linguistic resources, common modeling assumptions, and the lack of integration from human computer interface with spoken language technology. While automatic pronunciation assessment has reached a certain level of commercial success, there is still much potential for research and development opportunities in automatic pronunciation learning and teaching.
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